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RFI to be broadcast by CJFO-FM radio station in Ottawa
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As part of its project to expand its activities into North America, RFI has signed
an agreement with CJFO-FM, a francophone radio station broadcasting in
Ottawa at frequency 94.5 FM. As of August 29, CJFO-FM will be broadcasting
live Monday to Sunday two ten-minute programs in French, at 10:00 am and
10:00 pm local time.
In addition, RFI will make its French-language magazine programs and its
musical programs available to CJFO-FM.
RFI French-language programs are also broadcast in Canada 24 hours a day
through packages offered by Shaw Direct, Bell Satellite, Bell Fibe, Telus,
Vidéotron, Cogeco Québec, Dery Telecom, Sogetel, CTC and CTL.
Radio-Canada also broadcasts an RFI news program in French, Monday
through Friday, on FM radio across the country.

About RFI (www.rfi.fr)
RFI is a leading French-language, international news radio station. It
broadcasts non-stop, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week around the world, in 13
languages, on FM, cable, satellite, Internet and telephone networks. Thanks to
its Paris-based offices and its unique network of 600 correspondents, RFI
provides its listeners with long news programs and magazine programs with a
truly global view of the world.
About CJFO (http://cjfofm.com)
CJFO, a francophone community radio in Ottawa, was launched on November
15, 2010 with the goal of serving the francophone population in the national
capital region.
“Broadcasting of the RFI news and music on CJFO radio is a result of the

repeated requests by our listeners. There are 400 000 francophones and
francophiles who would be interested in the broadcasts of international news
that come from sources other than those Canadians already know,” said Mr.
Lucien Bradet, the president of the Francophone Community Radio in Ottawa.
CJFO broadcasts a variety of music from different regions in Canada and will
specialize in the broadcasting of shows popularizing history, sciences and
literature.
The launching of CJFO sets a precedent for Canada’s capital region, and CJFO
will be the last radio station to be able to broadcast in Ottawa since there are no
more available radio frequencies in the region.

